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1. Introduction. The present paper is a continuation of the work of Part I

(see [5]) in which we showed how to define the Fourier transform of an arbi-

trary distribution of L. Schwartz. We were led, in a natural manner, to the

consideration of linear functions on spaces of analytic functions. In §2, below,

we shall show how our previous methods apply also when dealing with in-

definitely differentiable maps on Euclidean space of compact carrier with

values in an arbitrary topological vector space F. The Fourier transform of

such a map is an "entire map of exponential type" of the Euclidean space into

V, and any such entire map of exponential type is the Fourier transform of

an entire map of compact carrier of the Euclidean space into F. Once this

generalized Paley-Wiener theorem is established, all our previous method on

the Fourier transform of distributions can be extended to this generalized

situation.

In this connection we should mention that there are two methods of

defining vector-valued distributions; the general kernel theorem of L.

Schwartz states that these two methods yield the same result. We present in

§2 a simple proof of this theorem.

We consider also in §2 the concepts of an analytic function on a topologi-

cal vector space, and, more generally, of an analytic map of one topological

vector space into another. Our notion of analytic map is a generalization of

analyticity for Banach spaces (see [6, Chapter 4]). We expect to use analytic

functions on the space 2D (see [5; 7]) to extend the theory of distributions of

L. Schwartz so as to apply to certain kinds of nonlinear differential equations.

In certain cases we can prove that our analytic functions are limits of poly-

nomials (i.e. belong to the ring generated by constants and linear functions).

This situation is markedly different from that for infinite dimensional Banach

spaces.

In §3 below, we consider some applications of the Fourier transform of

distributions to the study of functions analytic in the interior of a strip in the

complex plane, and having a very general type of boundary value on the

sides of the strip. We show that the functions considered are uniquely deter-

mined by their boundary values. We also establish a generalization of

Cauchy's formula, by means of which we establish a generalization of the

following theorem of Phragmen and Lindelof: Let F(z) be analytic in the
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strip a<3(z) <b, continuous in the closed strip and satisfy | F(x+ai)\ gM,

| F(x + bi)\ gM for all real x. Then, if F is not "too large" at infinity in the

strip ag^(z) gc>, we have | F(z)| gJkf whenever z lies in the above strip (see

[8]). This theorem states that if the restriction of F(z) to the two lines

S(z) =a, 3(z) =b lies in the space Lx, then the restriction of F(z) to any line

6(z) =c, where a^c^b, is also in L«,. We show that the space L„ may be re-

placed by any of a very general class of spaces, e.g. the spaces Lv for 1 g£ g <x>,

or the Fourier transform of these spaces. Our method of proof is of interest

since it is very different from the classical proofs.

The notation in this paper will be that of Part I (see [5]). In particular,

R(C) is real (complex) Euclidean space of dimension w. For each /<0, SD; is

space of indefinitely differentiable functions / on R whose carriers are con-

tained in the cube, center origin, side 21; SD is the inductive limit of the space

SDj for / integral. For each I, Di is the Fourier transform of the space SDj, so

Di consists of all entire functions of exponential type gZ which are rapidly

decreasing on R; D is the inductive limit of the spaces Di for I integral and so

is the Fourier transform of SO.

Theorems, Propositions, etc. will be numbered consecutively in each sec-

tion, and all cross references will refer to the section in which they are made

unless the contrary is specifically stated.

2. Analytic vector-valued maps. We shall develop the theory of analytic

maps of C (or a subregion) into a complete, locally convex, topological vector

space. Following a suggestion of Professor Chevalley, we shall use Morera's

theorem as the defining property of analytic maps, because, as will be seen

later, it is usually the simplest property to verify. Naturally, no claim is

made to originality of the results of the first part of this section, although we

expect the later introduced concepts of an analytic function on an arbitrary

topological vector space and of an analytic map of one topological vector

space into another to play an important role in the further development of

the theory of distributions, especially in regard to nonlinear partial differen-

tial equations.

For simplicity, in this section we shall restrict ourselves to the case w = l,

although our results can be extended to arbitrary w and even to more general

situations.

By "curve" we shall mean a simple rectifiable Jordan curve. When we

speak of a closed curve in a region A, we shall assume that it is contractible

to a point in A and that its orientation is positive. The terminology in what

follows is that of [l].

1/ r is a curve, then the map /—>/r/(z)dz /or / a continuous /unction on C

is clearly a measure o/ compact carrier on C which we denote by pr-

Let F be a complete, locally convex, topological vector space, A a region

in C, and / a map of A into F. We shall say that / is an analytic map of A into

Fif
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1. f is integrable with respect to pr whenever TQA.

2. The image under t of every compact subset of A is bounded in V.

3. If T is closed, ftdp = 0.
Note that Conditions 1 and 2 are always satisfied if t is continuous. We call

an analytic map t: C—>F an entire map.

If t: A—*V, we shall often write Jvt(z)dz for ftdp.

Proposition 1. Let t be a map of A into V which satisfies Conditions 1, 2

above. Then t is analytic if and only if

3'. For every z/£ V, v't is an analytic function on A.

Proof. Suppose first that t is analytic. Then for any v' £ V and V any

closed curve in A, by [l],

I v'tdp = v' I tdp = 0.

It follows from Morera's theorem that v't is an analytic function in A.

The converse follows immediately from the definition of the integral (see

[1]).

Proposition 2 (Cauchy's formula). Let I: A-+V be analytic. Then for

any z(ElA,
1   r    l(w)

t(z) = — f    -dw
i J r w — z

where V is any closed curve containing the point z in its interior.

Note the absence of the usual factor 2ir because of our choice of measure

(see §2 of [5]).

Proof. For any ii'GF',

/ 1   r    liw)       \       if   v'-t(w) .
»' (— I    -^-L dw) = — I    -— dw = (v't)(z)

\i J r w — z      /        i J r   iv — z

from which the result follows.

Proposition 3. Let t: A-^V be analytic. Then for any xElA,

t(x + h)-t(x)
hm     -= lw(x)

h-A0,x+h€A k

exists and defines an analytic map tw:A-^>V (which we call the derivative of t).

Thus, t has derivatives of all orders tm which are analytic maps of A—+V (tm is

defined, for k>0 as the derivative of t<-k~1), with tw =t). For each k, x£.A,

kl r       <(o0
t<v(x) = — I    -dw

i J r  (iv — x)k+1
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where T is any closed curve containing x in its interior.

Proof. Let x£jA, x+h^A. By Proposition 2,

t(x + h) - t(x)       1   f          t(w)                   1   (•    t(w)
—-= — I    ■-dw-I    -dw

h ihJ r (w — x — h) ihJvW — x

1   r t(w)
= — I    -■-dw

i J r  (w — x) (w — x — h)

where V is any closed curve containing x and x+h in its interior. (We assume

that \h\ is so small that, for all \h'\ g | h\, x+h' lies in the interior of V.)

It follows immediately that /r(t(w)/(w — x)(w—x — h))dw depends continu-

ously on h, for such h as we are considering. Hence,

t(x + h) - t(x)      1   r       t(w)
lim-= -7- I    -dw.

»->o,i+»ga h i J r   (w — x)2

A simple induction concludes the proof of the proposition.

Proposition 4. Let t: A—*V. A necessary and sufficient condition that t be

analytic is that, /or each xElA, the limit

t(x +h)- t(x)
hm     -

»-»0,l+nsA h

exists.

Proof. The necessity was demonstrated in Proposition 3, so we demon-

strate the sufficiency. If the limit exists, then we know that / is continuous

at each x£.4. Further, since the limit exists, we know that, for each n'GF',

x(EA, the limit lim;,,o,x+»eA (v't(x+h) —v't(xj)/h exists. Thus, v't is an analyt-

ic function on A. Combining this with Proposition 2, we obtain our result.

Corollary. Every analytic map is continuous.

Proposition 5 (Taylor's formula). Let t: A—>Vbe analytic and let a(^A ;

call p the distance 0/ a to the complement 0/ A. Then/or all \z—a\ <p,

t(z) = t(a) + (z- a)t^(a) + • • • + AAAA tmra) + . . .
kl

where the series converges uniformly in \z — a\ ^p'<p.

Proof. Let p' <p; the series

1             z — a                         (z — a)k
(1) -+-+... + ^-A+...

w — a      (w — a)2 (w — a)k+1

converges uniformly to l/(w—z) tor w on the circle|w— a\ =p' + (p—p')/2
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and | z — a\ Sp'. Let IF be the space of functions analytic in the circle | w— a\

<p'+(p—p')/2 and continuous on the boundary, with the topology of uniform

convergence on the circle T: \w — a\ =p' + (p—p')/2 so IF is a Banach space.

Moreover, for each z with \z — a\ Sp', the series (1) converges in IF, and

uniformly so for \z— a\ Sp'- Now, f^'i~1Jrt(w)f(w)dw is a continuous linear

map of W-+V. Thus, for each z with \z — a\ Sp',

1   r   t(w) 1   r   t(w) (z- a) r      t(w)
— I    -dw = — I    -dw -\-I    -dw + • • •
i J r w — z i J r iv— a i       J r   (w — a)2

(z — a)k  r        t(w)
-j-I    -dw _|_ . . .

i       J r (iv — a)k+l

where the series converges uniformly in \z — a\ Sp'• The result now follows

from Proposition 3.

Proposition 6. Let U be a filter of analytic maps h: A —»V. Suppose U

converges to a map t: A-^V uniformly on every compact set of A. Then t is an

analytic map.

Proof. By the corollary to Proposition 4, each h is continuous, so that t is

continuous. For any i/'£ F', denote by v'U the filter base obtained from Uby

replacing each 4 of U by v'k. Then v' U converges to v't uniformly on every

compact set of A, so that v't is analytic. Combining the above with Proposi-

tion 1, we have our result. ■

Proposition 7 (Liouville's theorem). Let t be an entire map into V such

that {t(z)}tec is bounded in V, or even weakly bounded. Then t is a constant.

Proof. Assume there exist Zi, Zi(EC such that t(zi)^t(zt). Then for some

t'£F', (v't)(zi)^(v't)(Zi). But v't is an entire bounded function, hence it is a

constant. This contradiction proves our result.

Lemma 1. Let A be a region bounded by a closed curve V. Let t be a continu-

ous map of A (the closure of A) into V whose restriction to A is analytic. Then,

for any z^A,
1   r   t(w)

t(z) = —  I    -dw.
i J t iv — z

Proof. For any j'GF',

V,(1C  J^dw) = ^f   ^^dw = v'-l(z)
\i J r iv — z     /       i J v iv — z

from which the result follows.

Proposition 8. Let B be a topological space, and let A be a region bounded

by a closed curve T. Let t be a map ofAXB into V such that the restriction of
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/ to TXB is continuous. For each b^jB, denote by th the map of A-+V: th(a)

= t(a, b); suppose that each tb is continuous and that its restriction to A is analyt-

ic. Then the restriction of t to AX.B is continuous.

Proof. For each a £ A, b £ B we may write, by Lemma 1, tb(a)

= i~1/T(h(a)/(z — a))dz. It follows that b-*h(x) are equicontinuous maps of B

into F for x in any compact set of A. This implies the truth of Proposition 8.

Proposition 9 (Maximum modulus principle). Let A be the region

bounded by a curve V. Let t be a continuous map of A into V whose restriction to

A is analytic. Then {/(z) }z€a is contained in the smallest closed, convex, circled

set containing {t(z) }zSr-

Proof. What we must show is the following: Let t»'£F' and a>0 be so

chosen that |i/-/(z)| ^a for all z£T; then also |t>'-/(z)| ga for all z£^4. But,

v't is an analytic function on A which is continuous on A; the result follows

from the classical maximum modulus theorem.

Corollary. Let A be the region bounded by a curve V; let B be a topological

space, and let t: A XB—*V. Suppose that, for some 6o£-B, i/o£ F, limb^0 t(x, b)

= Vo uniformly for x£T. Then also lim^, t(x, b) =Vo uniformly for x£4.

Proof. By a preliminary transformation, we may restrict ourselves to the

ease v0 = 0; the result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 9.

Let us denote by CW the space of all analytic maps of A into V. Let IF

be another complete, locally convex, topological vector space, and let

5: V—*W. We shall say that j is an analytic map over A if, for any/£CW,

s/£CW.

Proposition 10. For any A and any V, s is an analytic map over A of C

into V if and only if s is an entire map.

Proof. Suppose first that 5 is an entire map. Then for any KE&ac, st is a

continuous map of A into F. For any f'£F', we know that v's is an entire

function. Thus, v'st is an analytic function on A; this means that s/£CW,

i.e. 5 is an analytic map over A.

Conversely, if 5 is analytic over A, then for any i>'£ V, v's is a function

on C with the property that w'st is an analytic function on A whenever / is an

analytic function on A. This clearly implies that w's is an entire function;

since s is continuous, the result follows from Proposition 1.

The next two propositions are easily verified.

Proposition 11. For any f0£F, and any region A, the map v-*v+v0 is

analytic over A.

Proposition 12. For any A, V, W, let s: F—>IF be a continuous linear map.

Then s is analytic over A.
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Proposition 13 (Liouville's theorem). Let t: F—>W be an analytic map

over C such that the image of V under t is weakly bounded. Then t is a constant.

Proof. Assume / is not a constant and let vx, v2(E. V be so chosen that

t(vi) 7^t(v2). Let 5: C—>F be the entire map s(z) =zvi + (l —z)v2. Then ts is an

entire nonconstant map into IF whose image is weakly bounded. This contra-

dicts Proposition 7 and so concludes the proof.

Suppose IF is a topological ring, and for wu w2(ElW let Wi o w2 be their

product. Then for any region A the space c\aw can be made into a ring by

defining the product h o t2 of any ti, t2<Ei($<Aw to be the map z—Hi(z) o t2(z). It

follows easily from Proposition 4 that ti o t2 is analytic, and that its derivative

is just h o 4"+4" o t2. Again, for any F, the space of analytic maps of F into

IF over A can be made, naturally into a ring. In particular, if W=C, we ob-

tain the ring of analytic functions on F. We can put various natural topologies

on these rings and obtain, in this way, interesting types of topological rings.

Instead of considering analytic maps of A—>V we can consider certain

classes of entire mappings of C—»V defined by certain properties of the coeffi-

cients of their Taylor expansions (e.g. an analog of the class of entire func-

tions of exponential type). We can consider similar notions in discussing

maps of F—>IF (e.g. maps 5: V—+W such that st is an entire mapping into IF

for every continuous linear map /: C—*V.) In any case, the main sought-after

property is the analog of the Taylor expansion for certain types of analytic

maps of V—>W. The problem is of the following form: Suppose IF is a topo-

logical ring. When is every analytic map of F into IF (of a suitable type) a

limit (in some sense) of linear combinations of constants and products of

continuous linear maps, i.e. when is the ring generated by constants and

continuous linear maps dense in the ring of all analytic maps (of a suitable

class)? The problem can be answered, at least partially, in case that W=C

and V is nuclear, e.g. F=D.

The method of deriving such results is the following: Let/be an analytic

function on 3D over C. Then we define for any w and any !>££>, (dnf)(v; ) as

an w-linear function on 2D by: (d°f)(v; a) =/(»);

(dnf)(v; ax, ■ • ■ , an)

,.     (dn~lf)(v+han; au ■ • ■ , an-i) - (da-1f)(v; au ■ ■ ■ , an-i)
= hm-

h-,o h

for any o, au ■ ■ • , an£2D. (dnf)(v; ) is an w-linear function and dn/is analytic

on ©XDX • • • X3) (w + 1 factors) over C. By considering the linear maps

X—>Xo of C—>£> we can prove easily that X,(dB/)(0, a< a< ' ' ' > a)/n]- con-

verges to f(a) uniformly for a in any bounded set of 3).

The Schwartz kernel theorem (see Espaces de fonctions differentiables d

valeurs vectorielles, J. Analyse Math. vol. 4 (1954-1955) pp. 87-148) tells

us that each (dnf)(0; ) is a distribution on real Euclidean space of wdimen-
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sions. Using Fourier series, it is not hard to prove that the restriction of the

distribution (dnf)(0; ) to 20 X • • • X30 (w factors) is the limit of polynomials

on 3D of degree w. (Compare an analogous argument in my paper, On the

theory of kernels of Schwartz, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 7 (1956) pp. 713-

718). From this we derive the fact that/ is the limit of polynomials.

In case that F is a complex Euclidean space, then, instead of considering

all analytic maps of A into F, we can consider analytic maps of A into a subset

U of V, i.e. analytic maps /: A—>F for which t(A) C U. Let IF be a complete

topological vector space; we call a map s: U-+W such that, if / is an analytic

map of A into U then it is an analytic map of A into IF, an analytic map of

U into IF, (over A). It can be shown that the set of analytic maps of U-^W

over A is the same for all A which are relatively compact, we call these

simply the analytic maps of U—*W. We can again introduce natural topol-

ogies and obtain interesting types of topological vector spaces and rings. We

hope to discuss all these topics in great detail at a later date.

Theorem 1. Let F£Z>; then z—>tzF is an entire map into D. Similar results

hold for the spaces D', E, E' in place of D.

(For 5£D', zGC, we define tzSE.D' by tzS-G = S-tzG.)

Proof, (a) We know that z—>exp (iz •)/ is a continuous map of C into 3D.

Thus,

z —» ff [exp (iz ■)/] = rzF

is a continuous map of C into D. If V is any closed curve in C, then for any

x£C

(   f rzFdz\ (x)dz =  f (rzF)(x)dz

=  I F(x - z)dz
J v

= 0

because F is an entire function. Thus, z—>tzF is entire.

(b) If 5£D', the continuity of z—*rzS follows from the continuity of

z-*exp (-iz)T (for F£3D') of C into 3D', and the continuity of T-*F(T) of

30' into D' (see [5, Proposition 1 of §3]. For T any closed curve in C and any

GED,

( j TzSdz\-G=  f rJS-Gdz =   fs-T-zGdz

= S-  j r-zGdz = 0
J r
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by part (a) above. Thus, z—>tzS is entire.

(c) The proofs for the spaces E, E' are similar.

Theorem 2. For any F£D, let t: C^>D be the map t(z)=r,F. Then, for

any k^O, tm(z) = tzFw. If 5£D', owo" if s: C->D' is the map s(z) =tzS, then

s<*>(z)=r2S<*> where 5<*>-G = (-l)*5-G«i) /or any G£P. Similar results hold

/or the spaces E, E'.

Proof, (a) For any x, z(ElC, since H-^H(x) is a continuous linear function

on D,

n+hF — rzF                  F(x - z-h) — F(x — z)
hm- (x) = hm-
h-,0 k »-K) h

= F™(x - z)

= (rzF^)(x).

Thus, /Cl)(z) =TjF(1). The case k>l is proven by induction.

(b) For any z£lC, G£D, since S—+S-G is a continuous linear function on

D',

Tt+hS  —  TzS Tz+hSG — TiSG
hm-G = hm-
»-<o h n->o h

S • T—z—hG — o ■ T—ZG
= lim-

»->o h

= S- lim T_2_j,G — t-zG
»-»o

= -S-t_G<1>

= -5(r_,G)(»

by the result of part (a) above. Thus, (s(1))(z) = — tzSw. The proof for k>l

is an easy induction.

(c) The proofs for the spaces E, E' are similar.

Corollary. For any F£D, the series JZzhF(-k)/k\ converges to tzF uni-

/ormly/or z in any compact set o/ C. Similar results hold/or the spaces D', E, E'.

Let 5£D' be such that {r35],ec is weakly bounded in D'. Then Propo-

sition 7 and Theorem 1 show us that t,S = S tor all z(ElC. We claim that

5 = aq(l) where a is a constant. Let T be the inverse Fourier transform of S;

we show first that the carrier of T (see [6]) is just the point 0. Let /£30

vanish for all x g 5 > 0. Then clearly the sequence gn = exp ( — »•)/ converges

to zero in 3D. Thus, C7„=t,-„F—>0 in D, so that SG„—»0. But,

SG„ = T-inS-F = SF.

Thus, S- F = 0, which means that the carrier of T is contained in the half-line
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[— oo<;cgO]. A similar calculation shows that the carrier of T must be con-

tained in the half-line \f>Sx< °° ]; thus, the carrier of T is just the point 0.

Thus, we may write (see [6]) T= 2~LTj~oaJ^i) where a,- are complex num-

bers and 8()) is the/th derivative of the Dirac measure. Let/£2D be 1 on a

neighborhood of the origin. Then, for any y£i?,

exp (y-)T-f = X) flj'S^-exp (y) = £ a,y'.

Since

F[exp (y)T]= r-iyS = S,

it follows that 2~laiyi 1S constant for all real y. This clearly implies ay = 0 for

>0. Thus, T = aoS, or 5 = a0q(l). We have proven:

Theorem 3. Suppose for some 5£D', {t,5}z(=c is weakly bounded in D'.

Then S is a constant, i.e. 5 = aq(l) for some a(EC.

Corollary. Let 5£Z>' be doubly periodic, that is, suppose there are Oi,

a^C which are linearly independent over R and such that raiS = TaiS = S. Then

S is a constant.

Proof. Let P be the "period parallelogram" for S, i.e. P is the closed

parallelogram in C with vertices 0, ai, 02, 01+02. Then for any z£C there is a

y£P such that t,S = tvS. Thus, the set {T,S},ec is the same as {tvS}v£P.

But, the latter is compact, hence bounded, in D' because of the continuity of

z^>rtS (see the proof of Theorem 1). Thus, in virtue of Theorem 3, 5 is a

constant.

Theorem 4. Let 5£D' have the property that, for some sequence of positive

numbers ak—>», {T-iakS} is bounded in D'. Then, if T denotes the inverse Fourier

transform of S, the carrier of T is contained in the half-axis [0^x< 00 ]. Con-

versely, if the carrier of T is contained in \0<x< <x> ], then for any real number

b [T-iaS}aib is bounded in D'.

Proof. We demonstrate the converse first. If the carrier of T is contained

in [0 <x< 00 ] then, since the carrier of a distribution is a closed set, there is a

p>0 so that the carrier of T is contained in \pSx< « ]. From this it follows

easily that {exp (— a-)T}aib is bounded in ©'. Thus, {t_,05}066 is bounded

in D'.

On the other hand, suppose {r_,-ajkS} is bounded in D'. For any/£D which

vanishes for *^p<0, it is clear that exp (ak-)f—*0 in 2D. Thus,

5-JF(«p (ak-)f) = S-T-ia,F-*0.

Moreover, we even have T_,-a,S-T_.-0ife.F—>0 uniformly in I as &—> 00. In particu-

lar, T-iakS-T-iakF—>0.  But,

T—iajp ■ T-.iakI   = O • Tiat(T—iakI)

= SF.
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Thus, S- F = 0 which means that the carrier of T is contained in [0 gx< oo ].

Let h be an entire function on C For any/£3D, we define /*£3D as fol-

lows: Let h(z)=JZa,jZ' be the Taylor expansion of h. Then we define /*

= JZaj/'; we must show that this series converges in 3D. To this end, we note

that if/£3Di then all/'£3Di. Further, for any k, j

\( df      \       I
max   (-/' ) (x)
xeR   \\dX"      J        \

I/O**1    \      I I / df*    \      I21 / dfi    \      I'
go max ( -/)(*)(-/)(*)(-/)(*)

where a is a positive number depending on k but not on/ or/, and where the

— 1st derivative of/ is defined to be 1. Thus,

(3) max    -—/')(*) \ = bj
xeR I \0A*     /        I

where 6 is a positive number which depends on k and the first k derivatives of

/. Moreover, if B is any bounded set in 3D, it is clear that we can choose a

£>>0 so that

max (-—/') (x)   go'
xeR | \cfZ*     /        I

for all /£-B. Thus, the series JZajf' converge in 3D uniformly for / in any

bounded set of 3D.

Let {gp\ be a sequence of functions of 3Di such that gp—>g in 3Di. Let iVbe

a convex neighborhood of zero in 3Di. Since the set of functions \gP\ is

bounded in 3Di we can, by the above, find an integer / so large that for all p

Z «jgpj e — n,     JZ osg* e — N.
O.J 4 y6j 4

Next, we can choose an integer P so large that, for all p^P,

Z W E Z 'sg' +~N-
KJ i<J 4

Thus, toraWp^P,

gv = Z aig'v E g + N.

This means that g£—*gh in 3Di. Since 3Di is metrizable g~^gh is a continuous

map of 3D[ into itself. Thus (see [2 ]) g—>gh is a continuous map of 3D—»3D.

Now, let A be a region in C and /: A—>D an analytic map. Then we claim

that z-*t(z)h is an analytic map of A into 3D. For, since / is continuous, the
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image under / of any compact set in A is bounded in 2D. Thus, 22oj7(z)' con-

verges uniformly for z in any compact set of A. Further, each partial sum of

2<M(2)' is an analytic map of A—+2D since 2D is a topological ring. Thus, by

Proposition 6, z—*t(z)h is an analytic map of .4—>2D.

We have proven

Theorem 5. f—*fh is an analytic map of 2D into 2D over any region A.

Since 5: 3D—>D is a continuous linear map, hence an analytic map, and

since the composition of two analytic maps is clearly analytic, we have

Corollary. For F£D, let F*h= 2~^djF*' (where F*' is the convolution of

F with itself j times). Then the series ^oyF*' converge uniformly in D for F in

any bounded set of D. Moreover, F—*F*h is an analytic map of D—>D over any

region A.

We can perform a similar process for the spaces S, E instead of 3D, D.

Since every measure of compact carrier on C is contained in E, we can thus

define, for example, the exponential of such a measure. For example, if we

consider the element 8(I)££ (derivative of the Dirac measure) then we find

as in §3 of [5], [8(1>] •x» = di. More generally, for any a£C

[Sa    J =  80+l.

We restate the above as

Theorem 6. /—>/A awd F—*F*h are analytic maps over any region AC.C of

8—>8 owd E—>E respectively. We have F(fh) = F*h.

Proposition 14. For any a, o£C,

r   (D-iexpft.)

[Oo    J =  0a+b.

Let V be a complete, locally convex, topological vector space and let

t: C—>F be an entire map of C—>V. Suppose that, for every o'£F', v't is an

entire function of exponential type, and that there is a b'>0 so that all v't

for »'£ V are of exponential type Sb'. Then we say that t is an entire map of

exponential type Sb'; the g.l.b. of all V satisfying the above condition is called

the exponential type of t.

Let F be a complete, locally convex, topological vector space and s: R—+ V

a continuous map. We say that s is differentiable at a;£i? if

lim (s(x + h) - s(x))/h = 5<»(*)

exists in F. We define similarly w-times differentiable maps and indefinitely

differentiable maps 5 of R^>C, and the derivatives 5(4) of s.

By the carrier of a map s: R—*V we mean the closure of the set of x£7?

such that 5(^)7^0. Suppose that F is metrizable. Then we define the space
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3D|(F) as consisting of all indefinitely differentiable maps of R—*V whose

carriers are contained in [ —Zgxg/]. The topology of 3D;(F) is defined by

means of the semi-norms

Pij(s) = sup pj(sm(x))
xeR

where py is a sequence of semi-norms on F sufficient to define the topology of

F. It is not difficult to see that the spaces 3Dj( F) are complete and that the

spaces 3Di(F) for / integral form a sequence of definition for a space 3D(F) of

type (£$J) in the sense of Dieudonne and Schwartz (see [2]).

For any s£3D(F) we define its Fourier transform $F(s) =/ as the map of

C—*V: t(z) =/s(x)e~ix'dx. We can now extend the classical Paley-Wiener

theorem:

Theorem 7. Let t be a map o/ C—»F. A set o/ necessary and sufficient condi~

tions that t be o/ the/orm $(s) /or s£3D;(F) is:

(a) / is an entire map o/ exponential type g /.

(b) / is rapidly decreasing on R, i.e. /or any polynomial P o/ one variable,

{P(x)t(x)}xeR is bounded in V.

Proof. It is easily seen that, if / is of the form $J(s) for s£3D;(F), then con-

dition (a) is satisfied. Condition (b) follows easily from the fact that 7(s(-k))(z)

= (iz)k5(s) for any ife^O.

Conversely, suppose that / satisfies conditions (a) and (b). Then we verify

easily (from (b)) that the map u: R—>V defined by u(y) =ft(x)eixvdx is con-

tinuous. (The existence of the integral follows easily from (b).) Moreover, the

integrals f(ix)kt(x)eixydy exist for each k>0, y£i?; w is indefinitely differ-

entiable and u(-k)(y)=/(ix)kt(x)eixydx. Furthermore, for any i»'£F', v't is, by

(a), an entire function of exponential type gZ. Thus, by the classical Paley-

Wiener theorem (see [5]),

v'(u(y)) =  J   (v't)(x)eizydy = 0 tor y = I.

Since this holds for all »'£ V, we must have u(y) =0 for all y^l.

It remains to show that t = ^f(u). For any z/£F', z(£C, by the classical

Fourier inversion formula, we have

v' j  u(y)e~Uydy =   I  v'(u(y))e-""dy = v'(t(z))

because v'u(y) =fv't(x)eixydx. Thus, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, t(z)

= fu(y)e~"ydy = (SF(w))(z) which completes the proof.

Let us denote by Di(V) the space of all entire maps of C into F of ex-

ponential type g/ which are rapidly decreasing on R. The topology of Di(V)

is defined so that SF: 3Dj(F)—>D((F) is a topological isomorphism. Thus, 3D;(F)

is a complete, metrizable, topological vector space.
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Theorem 8. Let \tj\ be a sequence in Di(V). A necessary and sufficient

condition that fy—>0 in Dt( V) is: For any polynomial P in one variable, P(x)tj(x)

—*0 in V uniformly for x£7?.

Proof. For each/, call 5y = ff_1(<>)> so 5y£3Dj(F); let a be a continuous semi-

norm on F. Suppose first that Sj—>0 in 2D;(F). Then, by the definition of the

topology of ©j(F), it follows that, for any k, sf(x)—*0 in F uniformly for

xE.R- Now, it is easily seen that, for any y(ER, (fffaj*3)) (y) = (iy)Hj(y). Thus,
by well-known properties of the integral,

a((iy) tj(y)) =aj Sj   (x)e ""dy

S sup a(5y   (x))   I    dy
xsR J-i

for any y(ER- It follows that, for any polynomial P in one variable, P(y)tj(y)

—>0 in F uniformly for y£i?.

Conversely, suppose that, for any polynomial P in one variable, P(y)tj(y)

—»0 in F uniformly for y(E.R. Then, for any k, (iy)ktj(y)—>0 in V uniformly for

y£i?. Thus, for any xE:R, as in the proof of Theorem 7, we have sf(x)

=Jiiy)hhiy)dy- Thus,

a(5y   (x)) = J  f a(tj(y))dy.

Now, a(tj(y)) and a((ty)*+2/y(y)) =y*+2a(«y(y))->0 uniformly for yGR- It fol-

lows that Jykct(tj(y))dy—>0 from which the result follows.

Denote by D(V) the inductive limit of the spaces Dt(V) for / integral, so

D(V) consists of all entire maps of C—>F of exponential type which are

rapidly decreasing on R. ff defines a topological isomorphism of 2D(F) onto

D(V), hence, in a natural manner (see [5]) H defines a topological isomor-

phism Fof D(V)' onto D(V)'. F may be regarded as a generalization of the

Fourier transform on the space of distributions (see [5]).

In the particular case F = D;( = Dj(C)), we have the following:

Theorem 9. Let t: C—>D, be an entire map into D, of exponential type S I,

such that t is rapidly decreasing on R. Then we may represent t as an entire

function of exponential type Si on CXC which is rapidly decreasing on RXR-

Proof. We may write, by Theorem 7, t = F(s) where 5£2D,(D,). Call s*

the map of C—>3Dj defined by (s*(z))(x) = (s(x))(z). We claim that s* is an

entire map of exponential type SI of C—>2Di which is rapidly decreasing on R.

Assume this is the case; by Theorem 7 we may write 5* = JF(w) where w

£2Di(3D>). We write U(x, y) = (u(x))(y), so U is an indefinitely differentiable

function on RXR whose carrier is contained in the cube, center origin, side 21.

Thus, by the classical Paley-Wiener Theorem (see [5]); the function T de-

fined by
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T(z, w) =  j  I   U(x, y)e~"ze-iwydxdy

is an entire function of exponential on CXC which is rapidly decreasing on

RXR. It is readily verified that T(z, w) = (t(z))(w) lor any (z, w)£.CX.C.

To conclude the proof, it remains to show that s* is an entire map of

exponential type gZ which is rapidly decreasing on R. Let IF£3D;'; we can

find measures 90, Bx, • ■ ■ , dr on R whose carriers are contained in [ — Zgxg/]

so that, for any /£3Di, W-/= JZffii)(x)ddj(x). In particular, for any zGC,
W-s*(z) = JZfs*(z)(,)(x)ddj(x). If T is any closed curve in C, then

IF-  f s*(z)dz = JZ f ddj(x) f s*(z)W(x)dz

= JZ f ddj(x) f (s<»(x)(z)dz

= 0

because s'(x) is an entire function. Thus, since s* is obviously continuous, s*

is analytic.

On the other hand, since s££>j(D;), we can find an M>0 so that, for all z,

sup      | (*<»(*)) (z) |   g M exp (I | z | ).

Thus, by the above,

\W-s*(z)\   gZ/ \(s«Kx))(z)\d\6j(x)\

g M' exp (/1 z | )

where Jlf = M(r +1) max /d 10y(x) |.
This shows that s* is an entire map of exponential type S/. The fact

that 5* is rapidly decreasing on R is easily verified. This completes the proof

of Theorem 9.
In addition to considering the space 3D(F)', there is yet another way to

define vector-valued distributions, namely, by considering the continuous

linear maps of 3D into F. We shall show that the two concepts coincide. First

we need

Lemma 2. Let us denote by 3D® F the algebraic tensor product o/ D and V,

that is, 3D® V consists o/ all finite sums of the form JZcrfi®vi where /y£3D,

tfy£ F awd Cj are complex numbers. We consider D®V as a subspace of 3D(F)

by setting (JZcjfi®vj)(x) = JZcjfj(x)v,- for any x£i?. Then 3D® F is dense in

3D(F).

Proof. Let us define the map j>-3D(F')—>3D(F)' by
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(4) jvh-k =   I   \h(x) ■ k(x)]dx

for any A£3D(F'), Jfe£2D(F), where V is the dual of V with the topology of

uniform convergence on the bounded sets of V. (It follows immediately from

the definition of the topology of 2Di(F) that, for any /?£2D(F'), jv(h) is con-

tinuous on 2Di(F); thus, by a result of Dieudonne and Schwartz [2], jvh is

continuous on 3D(F).) We claim that jV(2D(F')) is dense in 2D(F)'. For, if B is

any-bounded set in 2D(F), then for some I, all &£B lie in some 2D[(F), and

B is bounded in 3Di(F) (see [2]). It follows easily from the definition of the

topology of 2D[(F) that, for any r, \k(T)}k<=B are equicontinuous maps of

R—*V. Thus, by the Theorem of Ascoli, B has a compact closure in 2D[(F),

hence also in 2D(F), that is, 2D(F) is a Montel space. Since 3D(F) is also

bornologic (see [5]), it is reflexive.

Now, suppose jV(3D(F')) is not dense in 2D(F)'. Then we can find an

L£2D(F)" such that L^O and L-jY(£>(V')) =0. By the reflexivity of 2D(F),
we can find an fc£2D(F) such that h^O, and L-S = S-h ior all S£2D(F)'. In

particular, for any &£3D(F'),

(5) Ljvk = jvk-h =  j   \k(x) h(x)]dx.

Now, let z/£ V be so chosen that v' -h(x) is not zero for all x. (The existence

of such a v' is guaranteed by the Hahn-Banach Theorem.) We know that

v'-hQ.D; thus, we can find an/£2D such that ff(x)(v'■h)(x)dx960. If we set

k=f®v' in (5), we have

L-jvk = jvk-h =   I   [(/® v')(x) ■ h(x)]dx

=  f f(x)[v'■ h(x)]dx

* 0.

This contradicts our assumption that L = 0 on jv£>(V) and shows that

jv(b(V')) is dense in 2D(F)'.

Before proceeding to our main result, we shall need several preliminary

considerations. We shall say that the sequence {v„ }, where each v/, £ V, is

slowly increasing if there exists a set of continuous semi-norms pj on V which

are sufficient to define the topology of V such that, for each j, we can find an

i with

(6) Pj(v'n) = 0(1 + W).

The family of sequences {v/. ] are said to be uniformly slowly increasing if,

for each j, the symbol 0 and the number i in (6) can be chosen uniformly for

all members of the family.
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Lemma 3. Let \v'„}%=-«, be uniformly slowly increasing sequences in V and

let \bn} be any rapidly decreasing sequence of positive real numbers. Then

{bnv'n"} n, is bounded in V.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the definitions.

Lemma 4. Let {v„} „_ _ „ be a family of uniformly rapidly decreasing sequences

in V. Then we can find a rapidly decreasing sequence of positive numbers {bn}

such that {Vn/bn \ "_ _ «, are still uniformly rapidly decreasing.

Proof. Let {py}/li be a sequence of continuous semi-norms on F which

are sufficient'to define the topology of F. (Such a sequence {p,} exists because

V is metrizable.) For each j, n, we set

r (5   , 1/2 (3
[sup [py(n„)J      if pj(vj) 7* 0 for some fi,

(1) On  =  J     f>

[n~n otherwise.

It is clear that {o^}„°__„ is a sequence of rapidly decreasing sequences of posi-

tive numbers. We extract a new rapidly decreasing sequence of positive num-

bers {bnj such that, for each/, for all but a finite number of w we have 6^ g6».

The sequence \bn\ is defined as follows: Let a be a positive number such that

b„^a/(l+n) tor all w. Since b„ = o(l/(l+n2)) for all /, we can find a positive

integer nx such that, for w^Wi, we have

x a 2 a
bn   g   - I bn   g-

1   +   W2 1   +  W2

More generally, for each k we can find a positive integer nk such that, for

W^Wjfc,

(8) 6n g °     - ior/= 1, 2, • • • , *+ 1.
1 + »*+1

We may obviously assume, in addition, that W4—»°° ; we define Wo = 0.

Now, we set

a
(9) bn = - for w = Wt_i, «jfc_i + 1 ■ ■ ■ nk — 1.

1 + «*

Since W&—>*>, 6„ is defined for all integers w and, moreover, {o„} is rapidly

decreasing. From (8) and (9) we deduce that, for each/, bn^bi for all but a

finite number of j.

Now, it is clear from the definitions that, for each/, {py(i>n/&i)}n--«> are

uniformly rapidly decreasing sequences. It follows immediately that

{pj(v„/bj)}n--*> are also rapidly decreasing sequences uniformly in V. This
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means that  {u„/&n}  are uniformly rapidly decreasing sequences. This con-

cludes the proof of Lemma 4.

Lemma 5. Let {v'na } £, _ „ be uniformly slowly increasing sequences in V, and

let {ifn} ™= _ „ be uniformly rapidly decreasing sequences in V. Then we can find

an M>0 so that ^|C^n| SM for all a, 8.

Proof. By Lemma 4, we can find a rapidly decreasing sequence \bn\ of

positive numbers such that {(l+ni)v%/bn}n,p is bounded in V. By Lemma 3,

we know that {bnv'^jn^ is bounded in V. Thus, we can find a constant

M'>0 such that, for all w, a, 8, we have

i#> ^. 11   '   (1 + n2)Vn        n \\   '"   B\
M  ^   bnvn-= (1 + n ) \ vn ■ vn \ .

I bn

It follows that  £„ IC-^I SM'^l/il+n2) for all a, 8, which gives the
desired result with M =M'^l/(l+w2).

Let /£ 20(F); assume the carrier of/is contained in the interval [1 + 1/8

^x^ 1 + 7/8]. Denote by /* the map of R into V which is equal to / in

[l^xgl+27r] and periodic of period 2tt, i.e. f*(x+2ir) =f*(x) ior all x£7?.

We define the Fourier coefficients /*£ V oi f* for any integer w by

p ir

(10) /„ =  I     f*(x) exp ( — inx)dx.
•I o

The following proposition sums up the properties of the/* which we shall

need:

Proposition 15. Let B be a bounded set in 2Di(F); then the sequences {/*}

are rapidly decreasing in V uniformly for /£B, i.e. for any continuous semi-

norm p on V and any j, p(f*) = 0(1/(1 +»'')) uniformly for /£5. The series

2^f* exP (inx) converge to f*(x) in V uniformly for /£5, x£7?. If fk—*0 in

3Di, then for any continuous semi-norm p on V, and any j, (l+ni)p(f*k)—>0.

Proof. The fact that the sequences {/* J are uniformly rapidly decreasing

for /£B is easily verified by standard methods in the theory of Fourier series.

(See e.g. [7, Chapter VII, §1 ], where the result is proved for numerical valued

functions; the result for vector valued functions is proved similarly.) From

this it follows that the series 23/* exp (inx) converge in F uniformly for

/££, x£i?. Now, for any v'£ V,

*    c 2\
v'-fn =   f      \p'-f*(x)] exp ( — inx)dx

so that v' ■/* are the Fourier coefficients (in the usual sense) of the function

x—*v' -f*(x). Thus,

v' • 2 /« exP (*'«*) = 11 iv' 'fn) exp (inx) = v' -f (x)
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by a classical theorem on Fourier series. Thus, by the Hahn-Banach theorem,

JZf* exp (iwx) converges in F to f*(x) uniformly for x£i?, /£B. The last

part of Proposition 15 is easily verified by standard methods.

Proposition 16. Le//£3D(F), owd suppose that the carrier of f is contained

in [1 + 1/8 gxg 1 + 7/8]. Then we may write

(11) /=Z/n®*n

where {/„} is slowly increasing in D and {vn} is rapidly decreasing in V, and

where the series converges in 3D(F). The /„ are independent of f and the vn de-

pend linearly on f. If B is a bounded set in 3D(F), then we may suppose that the

sequences {vn} are uniformly rapidly decreasing for /£B. If /*—>0 in 3Di(F),

then we may write

(12) /=Z/1®«*
in such a manner that for any r>0, (1 +nT)v%—>0 in V uniformly in n.

Proof. Let /* have the same meaning as in Proposition 15. Let /£3D

satisfy

1 for I + 1/8 g x g I + 7/8,
l(x) =

Ofor x g I, or for x ^ I + 1.

By Proposition 15 we have, for any x£i?,

(13) f(x) = JZ t(x) exp (inx)f*n(x)

where the series converges in F uniformly for x£i?. The result follows from

Proposition 15 and Lemma 5 on setting/„ = / exp (inx), vn=f*.

For any 5£3D(F)', /£3D, v£ F, we define XS(/)£ F' by

(14) XS(f)-v = Sf ® v.

Let us denote by Q the space of continuous linear maps of 3D—*V with

the compact-open topology. Then our main result is:

Theorem 10. X defines a topological isomorphism of 3D(F)' onto Q.

Proof. It is easily verified that X is a linear map. From the above Lemma

2, X is one-one. To show that X is continuous, we must show the following:

Let {Stt} be a filter base in 3D( V)' which —>0 in 3D( V)', and let B be a bounded

set in 3D; then XSa(/)-»0 in V uniformly for/£B. By the definition of the

topology of a dual space, this is the same as saying that, for A a bounded set

in F,

(15) \Sa(f)-v = 5a-/® v^O

uniformly for /£5, i>£.4.  But,  it  is easily verified  that   \f®v\feB.veA is
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bounded in 20(F). Thus, (15) is established, which implies the continuity of X.

Let {gy}/L_» be a sequence of functions in 3D such that, for each/ carrier

gjC\j+l/&SxSj+7/&],and for any x£i?, £gy(x)=l. Given any/»£2D(F),

we shall set hj = gfh, i.e. hj(x) = gj(x)h(x) for any x£i?. It is clear that

Ay£ 30(F) for each /, and that h= 2^Jli where only a finite number of terms

in the series are different from zero.

By Proposition 16, we may write each hj in the form

(16) Ay=E/n®^»

where {»£}„__«, is rapidly decreasing in F and {/i}"__„ is slowly increasing

in D. Moreover, fn depends only on w and j, and not on h, and the v„ depend

linearly on h.

Now, given any T£zQ, we define 72"£30' by

(17) yT-h=  JI   E   T/n-Vn
j        7i=—00

for any A£3D(F). We must show that the series on the right side of (17) con-

verges and defines yT as an element of 30(F)'. Now, since T£Q, given any

continuous semi-norm p on V of the kind used to define the topology of V,

we can find a neighborhood N oi zero in 20 such that, for any/£7V, p(Tf) S1.

Since {fi}T--™ is slowly increasing, we can find a slowly increasing sequence

|a^| of positive numbers such that fi/ai^N for all w. Thus, p(Tfn) Sai, i.e.

\Tflj is slowly increasing in V. Since {vl\ is rapidly decreasing in F, by

Lemma 5, 2Z™--» Pfi'Vn converges absolutely. Since only a finite number of

j appear in (17), it follows that the series on the right side of (17) converges

absolutely.

Now, fi is independent of h, and the v'n depend linearly on h. It follows

immediately that yT is a linear function on 30(F). By reasoning exactly as

above, and using the fact that, for B a bounded set in 30(F), all /?£B have

their carriers in a fixed compact set of R, we deduce that yT is bounded on

the bounded sets of 30(F). Thus, by a result of Dieudonne and Schwartz [2],

yr£Z7(F)'.
We claim that, for any T"£0, \yT=T. For, given any/£30, f£F,

\yT(f)v = y(T)-f®v.

If we set h=f®v, then hj = gjf®v. It follows easily from the definitions that

(16) becomes

Ay = gif ® " = E /« ® e»v
n

where {e^}^°__«, is a rapidly decreasing sequence of constants. Thus, (17)

becomes
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yT-h = yT-f ® v = JZ Z Tf„-env
j       n

= Z Z Tenfn ■ V
i       n

=   \tJZZ e'nfn     ■ V
L       j,n J

= Tf-v

because, as is easily seen, the series JZj.n ej,f'n converges in 3D to/. This proves

thatX7F=F.

From the above, it results that X is onto. Moreover, Xy = identity, so

X7X=X; since X is one-one and onto, this shows that 7X = identity. Thus, y is

a two sided inverse for X.

To complete the proof of Thereom 10, it remains to show that y is con-

tinuous. It is obvious that y is linear, so we have to prove continuity only

at zero. Let Ta—»0 in Q, and let B be a bounded set in 3D(F); we must show

that yTa-h—>0 uniformly for /j£5. By Lemma 4 and Proposition 16, we

can find a rapidly decreasing sequence {bi} of positive numbers such that,

for any/, the sequences {vl/bl}^_„ as defined by (16) are stiH uniformly

rapidly decreasing in F for /?£5. By Lemma 3 and Proposition 16, for each/,

{^n/»(n--» is bounded in 3D. Thus, by the definition of the topology of Q, tor

each /, Ta(blfi)-M) in V uniformly in w. This means that, for each /,

z |7vxi = z r(bifi)-^ -o
n n 0„

uniformly for /j£B. Since only a finite number of/ are sufficient for all //£!?,

it follows that
yTah —> 0 uniformly for k £ B.

This proves the continuity of y and concludes the proof of Theorem 10.

Remark 1. Theorem 10 is the general theorem on kernels of L. Schwartz

(see A. Grothendieck, Products tensoriels topologiques et espaces nucUaires,

Memoirs Amer. Math. Soc, no. 16, 1955; see also my paper On the theory of

kernels of Schwartz, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 7 (1956) pp. 713-718 where

the special case F=3D is treated by a method similar to the above).

Remark 2. Most of the above may be carried out if F is assumed to be

complete, but not necessarily metrizable. In that case, however, 3D(F) is not

an (LF) space in the sense of Dieudonne and Schwartz. If Fis not metrizable,

then the map y can only be proved to be sequentially continuous or, more

generally, if fi is a filter base of bounded sets of Q which —>0 in Q, then

y(fi)—>0 in 3D(F)'. The continuity of y in general is probably false; we have

not been able to construct a counter example.
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Remark 3. Theorem 10 and its proof can be easily extended to the case

in which the real line is replaced by any separable indefinitely differentiable

manifold or double coset space of a Lie group.

7. Functions analytic in a strip. In this section we lay the groundwork for

the application of the theory of distributions to classical analytic function

theory. We study here the properties of functions analytic in a strip because

Fourier analysis seems especially amenable to such functions; corresponding

results for other regions may be obtained easily by conformal mapping. We

shall assume in this section that w = l although it is not difficult to extend

most of our methods to the general case.

Proposition 1. Let H and K be functions on Rfor which t(H) and t(K) are

defined. Suppose t(H) =t(K); then for almost every x£F, H(x) =K(x).

Proof. Let F£D, F^O; then FiJand FK are integrable functions. Clearly,

for every real /, FH exp (it -) and FK exp (it) are also integrable. Now, since

Fexp (it-)ED,

e(H)-F exp (it-) = t(K)F exp (it-)

or

I   H(x)F(x) exp (itx)dx =  I K(x)F(x) exp (itx)dx

for every <£F. Thus, the classical Fourier transforms of HF and Ti.F are

identical. Hence (see [8]) for almost every x, H(x)F(x) = K(x)F(x). Since F

is an entire function different from zero, the result follows.

If b is any complex number and A a function defined on a subset of C, then

TbA is the function (nA) (z) = A (z — b) ior z in an appropriate subset of C.

Let o<b be real numbers, or o = — <», or o = + °o. We shall say that the

function A satisfies property L[a, b] if

(a) A is analytic in the strip

(1) a < f)(z) < b

(b) For any c in the strip (1), t(rcA) is defined.

(c) For any G£D, the integrals fR+id\A(x)G(x)\dx are bounded uni-

formly for o < a'S d S »' < b.

Theorem 1. Let A satisfy property L[a, b]. Then for any 0£D owd owy

c, d in the strip (1),

(2) f    A(z)G(z)dz =  f    A(z)G(z)dz.
J R+c J R+d

(3) t(r-dA) = Tc-a^r-cA).

Proof. It is clearly sufficient to consider the case where c and d lie on the
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imaginary axis, say c = ic', d = id' where c' and a" are real; we assume that

c' <d', the other case being treated similarly. Call B = AG, so B is analytic in

the strip (1). Let p be any positive number such that

p g min ((b - d')/2, (c' - a)/2)).

Then for any z satisfying a+p<d(z) <b—p, by Cauchy's formula,

i r       b(w)
B(z) = — I —— dw

i J |m_z|_p w — z

B(z + peie)dd.
o

Thus,

I     B(x + iy)dy   =     I    dy I     B(x + ty + pci0)d6
J c' I «/ c' ^ 0

=     I     dd j     B(x+ iy + peie)dy
I J 0 J c'

/t d'+p /% x+p

dy I        \B(t + iy) | dt.
c'—p J x—p

The functions Fx defined by

/• x+p I B(t + iy) | dt
x—p

are continuous, converge pointwise to zero as x—> «>, and are uniformly

bounded, because A has property L[a, b]. Thus, by the Lebesgue convergence

criterion,

/> d'+p Fx(y)dy -> 0
c'—p

as x—*oo. Equation (2) is an immediate consequence of the above and

Cauchy's theorem.

Formula (3) follows immediately from formula (2) and the definitions.

The next proposition may be regarded, in a certain sense, as an extension

of Morera's theorem.

Proposition 2. Let a<b be real numbers or a= — oo or b= + &>. Let S^D'

have the following property: there exist sequences of real numbers ak>a and

bj<b such that ak>a and bj>b, and for each j, k there are functions Fy, Gkfor

which t(T-iakGk) and t(jg,jFj) are defined and equal respectively to r_,ai5,

T-ajS. Then there exists a function A which satisfies property L[a, b] and such

that
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t(r_cA) = r_^

for any c in the strip (1). In particular, for any j,

r-ibjA = r-ibjFj       a.e.

and, for any k,

T-iatA = r-iafik        a.e.

Proof. Let K(ED; for any /£F; exp (it-)K is again in D. Set

h(t) = t(r-iafii)K exp (it-)

Then for any k,

h(t) = t(r-iafii) ■ K exp (it)

= r-iaiS ■ K exp (it ■)

= THa^jT-iayS ■ K eXO (it-)

= T-iayS-Tiiai-a^K exp (it-)

=   T-iayS ■Tnai-alc)Krnai-ak)  exp  (it-)

= eCai-«"r_fat5-T<(ai_ai)A' exp (it-)

= e(ai-«)( j  Gk(x + iak)K(x + iak — iax)eitxdx.

Thus,

(4) eiat-ai)th(t) =   I  Gk(x + iak)K(x + iak - iax)eitxdx.

According to our hypotheses, the right side of (4) is bounded independ-

ently of t. We conclude that e<-ak-~ai)th(t) is bounded independently of t. By

similar reasoning, we can show that the same is true of the functions

exp (bj — ax-)h for any/ Denote by H the classical Fourier transform of h.

Then the above shows us that H is analytic in the strip a—ai<g(z) <b — ai

and is bounded uniformly in any closed substrip. Now, by the classical

Fourier inversion formula, H = Kr^iafii almost everywhere on R. Thus,

TiaxII = GiTiaiK       a.e.

can be extended to a function which is analytic in the strip (1). Since K was

chosen arbitrarily in D, this means that there exists a function A which is

analytic in (1) and which is equal to & almost everywhere in R.

From the above it follows immediately that, if J is any element of D,

AJ is bounded in any closed substrip of (1). Since ZV£D, it follows that

Z2AJ is bounded in any closed substrip of (1). (Z is the function on C:z—*z.)

From this it follows immediately that A satisfies property L[a, b].
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From our hypotheses, t(r-iaiA) =r^iaiS. Combining this with Theorem 1,

it follows that t(r^cA) =T-CS for any c in (1). It follows from Proposition 1

that, for each j, r_ihjA =T-ibjFj a.e., and for each k, T-iakA =T_iakGk a.e.

Corollary. Let F be continuous in (1) and 5£D'. Suppose that for each

c in (1), c(r_cF) is defined and is equal to T-CS. Then F satisfies property

L[a, b].

Proposition 3. Let 5££'. Then we can find an entire function of exponen-

tial type G such that G satisfies property L[— oo, oo ] and such that S = t(G).

Proof. We know (see [6]) that we can write

S =  JZ C(PyFy)
J-1

where Pj are polynomials and My are entire functions of exponential type

which are bounded on the real axis. By the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem (see

[4]) for some 1>0 the functions exp (il-)M, are bounded in the upper half

plane, and the functions exp (-il-)Mj are bounded in the lower half plane.

Call G= Z-Pj-^y; 't follows from the above that, for any c>0, we can

find constants h, k such that

\G(x + iy)\   g £(1+ |*|*)

for —c^y^c. It is immediate that G has property L[— 00, 00 ].

Let F be a function in the strip (1) such that, for any z in that strip,

e(r_jF) is defined. We say that 5£D' is the boundary value of F at a if

limd.0 e(T_j,_aF) =5. (A similar definition is given for boundary value at 6.)

We assume in the definition that a7* — 00 (or that b7*+ co).

Proposition 4. Let F have property L[a, b] where a7* — 00. Suppose that

S£D' is the boundary value of F at a. Then for any c in the strip (1),

(5) t_*S = e(T-ia-cF).

Proof. We showed in §2 that z^nzS is a continuous map of C into D'.

Thus,

t-cS = t-c lim t(r-ia-idF)
d->0

= lim T-ct(r-ia-idF)
<*->o

= lim t(T-ia-id-eF) (by Theorem 1)
d->0

= lim r-idt(T-ia-cF) (by Theorem 1)
d-»0

=  t(T-ia-cF)
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by the above-mentioned continuity of translation.

From Propositions 1 and 4 we have

Corollary. Let A and B both satisfy property L[a, b], where a?* — <».

Suppose that A and B both have the same boundary values at a. Then A=B.

Proposition 5. Let F satisfy properly L[a, b] where a^ — oo. Then there

is an S£D' which is the boundary value of F at a.

Proof. Let a<d<b, and set T = F~1t(T-idF). We claim that

S = Fexp (d - a-)T

is the boundary value of F at o. We have, for any a<c<b,

t(r-icF)   =   t(Tild-c)T-idF)

= Tiid-C)t(r-idF) (by Theorem 1)

= Fexp (d - c)T

= F exp (a — c-) exp (d — a-)T

= Ti(a-c)S.

The proposition results immediately from the above and the continuity of

translation.

The above proposition shows us why it is often inconvenient to allow

a = — oo (or b = + oo) when considering boundary values: Let A be a function

which is defined in a strip — oo <I(z) <b, and suppose that for each c in this

strip, t(r-cA) is defined. Then we would expect to define S£Z)' as the

boundary value of A at — oo if lim<Uoo t(jidA)=S. But then Proposition 5

is false if we allow a = — oo as the example Z, which satisfies property

L[— oo, oo ] shows.

Proposition 6. Let a<c<b. Let F satisfy property L[c, b] and let G satisfy

property L[a, c]. Suppose the boundary values of F and G at c are equal. Then

there is a function H which satisfies property L[a, b] and which is an analytic

continuation of F and G.

Proof. This is an immediate of Propositions 2 and 4.

Let B be a subspace of D'. We shall say that B has property M if

(1) B is contained in the space S' of Schwartz (see [6]).

(2) B is a module over the space S of Schwartz under convolution, that is,

for each F£B, F£S, F*F£B. (This convolution has meaning since S is

clearly a subspace of E.)

(3) For each F£B, F—>F*T is a continuous map of S into B.

Let us denote by 03 the space of inverse Fourier transforms of B with the

topology to make the Fourier transform (restricted to B) a topological iso-

morphism of 03 onto B. Then B has property M if and only if
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(1')  (B is contained in the space S'.

(2') (B is a module over S under multiplication, that is, for F£(B, /£S,

/F£(B.
(3') For each F£(B, /—>fT is a continuous map of S into 03.

If F is a topological vector space of equivalence classes of locally sum-

mable functions (two functions being identified if and only if they are equal

a.e.) then we denote by j[Fthe space of j/for/£F with the topology to make

j a topological anti-isomorphism (j is clearly one-one). If, for each/£F, ef is

defined, then we define eF as the space of ef for/£ F with the topology to

make e a topological anti-isomorphism.

For 1 g£g oo, we denote by Lp the space of functions on R whose pth

powers are integrable; LP being given the usual norm. It is clear that each

tLp has property M. Denote by £p the space of Fourier transforms of \LP

with the topology to make the Fourier transform a topological isomorphism.

Thus, £2 = eL2 and £pCeLp. tor lg£g2, where l/p' + l/p = l. For p>2 we

do not know whether each F££pcan be represented in the form eF where F

is a locally summable function on R. Since the spaces \LP clearly satisfy con-

ditions (1'), (2'), and (3') above, the spaces £p also satisfy property M.

Other examples of spaces which satisfy property M are the spaces S, S',

O'c of Schwartz (see [6]), and the spaces £', E'.

We come now to our extension of the following theorem of Phragmen and

Lindelof: Let F be analytic in the open strip a<S(z) <b and continuous in

a closed strip. Suppose that T-iaF and t-$F are bounded functions and that

F does not "grow too fast" at infinity in this strip. Then F is bounded uni-

formly in this strip. (See [7] for the precise conditions of the theorem.) Now,

the fact that T-iaF and T-&F are bounded means they are in Lx. Suppose in-

stead of t-^F and T-a,F being in LM that they are in some Lp space or, more

generally, if t(T-iaF) and t(r-ibF) are in some space F which satisfies property

M. Then we shall show that, if a < c < b, e(r_,-cF) £ M and the set

{T-idF}a'idib' is bounded in V whenever a <a' <b' <b.

Lemma. Let &£S vanish for all xge for some c(E.R. Suppose also that there

is an a>0 so that, for any k,

( dfh\
(-)(x) = 0(exp ( — ax)).
\dX"/

Then
a. H is analytic in the strip — °° <&(z) <a.

b. For any z in this strip, r_*.H£S.

c. Whenever c<d<a, the set {r^ell} aesd is bounded in S.

Proof. Statement a is obvious. Part b follows from the fact that tzII is

the Fourier transform of exp (iz-)h which is clearly in S for any z with

— oo <S(z) <a. Part c follows from the obvious fact that {exp ( — ie-) }cs«sd

is bounded in S.
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Proposition 7. Let h satisfy the above hypotheses and let F£S'. Then the

Fourier transform of hT can be represented as t(k) where K satisfies property

L[— oo, a], (We consider h^E and F£3D'.)

Proof. Let 5 denote the Fourier transform of T, so also 5£S. It is known

(see [6]) that we may write

F(hS) = H*S = t(S*H)

where S*H is the function on R:

(S*H)(x) =S-rxH

and S*H is in the space Om of Schwartz.

Now, we may write 5 in the form S = (dr/dXT)'t(G) where G is a slowly

increasing continuous function on R (see [6]). For any z with — co <S(z) <a,

define

K(z) =  j  G(x)H^(z - x)dx.

In virtue of the above lemma, the integrals converge uniformly for z in any

compact subset of — oo <I(z) <a so that K is analytic in this strip. Moreover,

K(x) = (S*H)(x) for x£F. Finally, let \G(x)\ Sax(l + \x\ ') and

| H<-'\z - x)\   S a2(l +  | 3 - x['+2)-'

for bSI(z)Sd, where b<d<a, and where t, ax and «2 are constants. (The

existence of a2 is assured by the above lemma.) Now, by the lemma of §4 of

[5], we have

,     ,     . ,   , , aia2(l +   [ x\l)(l +   I xl2)
(1 +    x h   G(x)      H™(z - x) \   < - I A   -r  |    \>

'     '     ' '  ' '   ~ 1 +   | z - X | '+2

a3(l +  | x [ <+2)
^ —.-!—!-1_

1 +  | z - x | '+2

S   «4(1  +    |  z|'+2)

for all bSI(z) Sd, where a3, a4 are some constants. Thus, we can find a con-

stant a6 such that, for all bSS(z) Sd,

\K(z)\  4Sa6(l+  |z|'+2).

This implies immediately that K has property L[— <x>, a].

Corollary. Let a, b be positive numbers and let /£S. Suppose that, for

any k, (dkf/dX")(x)=0(e-bx) as x->+=o and that (dkf/dXk)(x)=0(eax) as

x—>— oo. Then, for any F£S', the Fourier transform of fT can be represented

by i(K) where K satisfies property L[ — a, b].
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Proof. Let s~ and 5+ be non-negative valued functions in S such that

1. s~(x) +s+(x) = 1 lor all x£K

2. s+(x)=0 for xg-1, 5-(x)=0 for x^l.

Then the functions s+f satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 7 so that the

Fourier transform of s+fT can be represented as t(K+) where K+ satisfies

property L[— «>, b]. A similar argument shows that the Fourier transform of

s~fT can be represented as t(K~) where K~ satisfies property L[ — a, oo ].

Since fT = s~fT+s+fT, the result follows with K = K~+K+.

Theorem 2. Let B be a space which satisfies property M, and let F£D'. Let

a<b be real numbers, and suppose that t_,-0F and r_*F are in B. Then there

exists a function K with the following properties:

(a) K satisfies property L[a, b].

(fi)  For each c in (1), e(r-cK) =t_cF.

(y)   Whenever a<8(c) <b, e(r_cA')£S.

(5)   [e(T-cK)} is bounded in B whenever c stays in a compact set of (1).

Proof. Denote by U the inverse Fourier transform of T; our hypotheses

imply that exp (—a-) U and exp ( — 6-) t7are in (B. Let /+ and/- be real valued,

non negative functions in E which satisfy

1. /+(x)+r(x) = l forallx£#.

2. Z+(x) = l for x^l, r(x) = l for xg-1.

Suppose that ag#(d) ^b, then we have

exp (id-)U = t+ exp (id-)U + t~ exp (id-)U

(6) exp (id ■) exp (id ■)
= tr——--exp (-0 •)£/ + /+——--exp(-a)i7.

exp (— 6 •) exp (— a ■)

If a<S(d) <b, then / exp (id-)/exp ( — 6-) and /+ exp (wF)/exp (—a-) are

clearly in S. Thus, exp (io'-)[7£ffi which means that T-dT^B.

On the other hand, if a<S(d)<b, then /~ exp (id-)/exp ( — b-) vanishes

for all x^l and is 0[exp (b — 1(d)-)] as x—>— co. Thus, by Proposition 7,

the Fourier transform of /_(exp (ia'-)/exp ( — b-)) exp ( —6-)c7can be repre-

sented as t(K~) where K~ satisfies property L[g(d)—b, oo ]. Similarly, the

Fourier transform of /+(exp (id-)/exp (—a-)) exp (-a-)U can be repre-

sented as e(K+) where K+ has property L[— oo, d(d) —a]. We conclude from

(6) that T-dT can be represented as z(K*) where K* satisfies property

L[g(d)—b, 3(d)— a]. Combining the above with Theorem 1, we see that we

have established assertions (a), (fi), and (y) of Theorem 2.

Now, it is clear that

|reXpWl    and    i* 6XP W 1
I    exp ( — J)) (    exp(-a-))

are bounded sets in 5 whenever d stays in a compact set of (1). Thus, on ac-
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count of the continuity of the map/—>fV for F£ffi of S—>03, it follows from

(6) that {exp (id-) Tj\ is bounded in (S, for d inany compact set of (1). Part (8)

of Theorem 2 results immediately.

Corollary. Let a<b be real numbers, and let F have property L[a, b]. Sup-

pose that the boundary values of F at a and b are in a space B which satisfies

property M. Then for any z in the strip (1), e(T_,F)£B. Moreover, if K is any

compact subset of (1), \t(r-tF) }z(=k is bounded in B.

Proof. Denote by T_aFthe boundary value of Fata (where F££>')- Then,

by Proposition 4, for any z in (1), T_«r = e(r_jF). This implies that T-bT is the

boundary value of T at b. The result is now an immediate consequence of

Theorem 2.

We do not know whether, under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, the set

\T-icT\aicib is bounded in B. It is easy to give additional hypotheses on B

in order that this be true. In case that B is a space £„, we can obtain this

result and even more precise information. However, we do not know, even

for these spaces, the best possible result.

For any/£LP, we denote by |[/||j, the usual norm of/ in Lp. For S(£zLp,

\\S\\P is defined as [|e_15||p with a similar convention for 5£iLj, or S£.£p.

Theorem 3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, if B is a space £p, then,

whenever a<d<b,

(7) ||T_i,j7]|j,   S   11 T_^a F| I p +   [|T_i!,r||j,.

In particular, \T-icT\aici}, is bounded in B.

Proof. Let a<d<b, and denote by U the inverse Fourier transform of T.

Then, in Equation (6), we may clearly choose the functions /+ and tr in such

a way that

(8) max r(x)eib~d) S 1, max t+(x)e<"-d)x S 1.
xeR xeR

Now, it is obvious from the definitions that, for F£iLj,, F£S,

\\FV\\PS\\F\U\v\\v

Equation (7) results from this and Equation (6).

Regarding the spaces Lp, we have the following:

Theorem 4. Let F satisfy property L[a, b] where a<b are real numbers.

Suppose that r^iaF and t-v,F(ElLp, and moreover, that for some e>0 the set

(9) exp    -cosh x(-e ) [ z- )   It_zf\
L \b - a        A 2     /J J „stfoos»

is weakly bounded in D'. Then log ||t_<xF||,, is a convex function of c for aScSb.
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Proof. Let a^d^b, and let 7/£D satisfy ||fl"||p-gl where l/p + l/p' = l.

Set

G(z) =  f   H(x)F(x + z)dx = tT_JFH = T_.eF-.ff
J -00

for ag£(z) go. By Theorem 1 of §2, G is an entire function. By our hypoth-

eses, G is bounded on the lines tf(z) =a and 3(z) =6 by ||r_iaF||p and ||r_,T,F||„

respectively. In addition for some e>0,

| exp [-cosh ir(2/(6 - a) - e)(z - (b + a)/2)]G(z) \

is bounded in the strip af=,3(z) go. Thus, by the classical Phragmen-Lindelof

Theorem, we have

| tr-uF-H |   = G(id) g max (\AmF\\p, ||r_„F||p).

Since D is dense in Lp>, this gives

(10) ||t_«F||p g max (||r_faF||p, ||t_„F||p).

Now, let a ga'gig 6'g 6, and choose a so that eaa'||T_io-F||p = co(''[|T_lvF||p.

Then, applying the inequality (10) to exp (—ia)F in place of F, we obtain

Hk-^llp = «""lk-_'F||p = ««*i|T__.F||,.
Using the fact that a = (log ||t_,vF||p — log \\T-n,>F\\p)/(b' —a') we find easily

ii ii b' — d .. ll d — a'        ll n
log ||t_wF||p g- log ||t_,-0'F||p +- log ||T_rt'F||p

0   — a o   — a

which is the desired result.

Remark 1. It is probably always true that if F satisfies property L[a, b]

then, for some e>0,

< exp   cosh ir(-e ) ( z-)   tr-.zF >
I       L \b - a        )\ 2/J /«__)_»

is weakly bounded in D'.

Remark 2. In the above theorem we can replace the spaces Lp by any

normed space A of functions on R such that

(1) A satisfies property M.

(2) eD is dense in A'.

(3) For any/£/l, x a real number, the .4-norm of T,-x/is the same as the

A -norm of/.

In particular, the theorem is valid for the spaces £p and, by Theorem 3,

the additional hypothesis (9) is not needed for these spaces.

Theorem 5. Let a be a real number, and let B be a space which satisfies

property M. Let F£D', awo" suppose that, for some d>0, {exp ( — dc)r-icT}cia
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is weakly bounded in D'. Suppose, moreover, that T-u,TEM. Then there exists a

function F satisfying property L[a, <*> ] such that

(a)  Whenever 3(z) ^o, t(r-zF) = t-zT.

(8)  For all z with 8(z) ^o, e(r_,F)£B.

(y) i(t-zF) is bounded in B when z stays in a compact set of 8(z) >o.

Proof. Denote by U the inverse Fourier transform of T, so that Td U is the

inverse Fourier transform of exp (id)T. Since {r_,c[exp (id-)T] }c>a is weakly

bounded in D', it follows from Theorem 4 of §2 that the carrier of U is con-

tained in [— dSx< oo ].

Now, if 8(z) ^o, the inverse Fourier transform of t_zF is

exp (iz)
(11) F-1(t-,T) = exp (iz)U = I        \      exp (ia)U

exp (ia-)

where t is a real-valued indefinitely differentiable function on R such that

t(x) =1 for x Si — d, t(x) =Oforx^— d — 1. Now, clearly, for 8(z)>a,

t exp (iz-)/exp (ia-) £ S,

and, in fact, the functions t exp (iz-)/exp (ia-) form a bounded set in 5 when-

ever z lies in a compact set of 8(z)>a. The result now follows by the definition

of property M.

Corollary. Let F be an entire function of exponential type, and let B be a

space which satisfies property M. Suppose for some d, eT-aFEB. Then for every

z, e(r«F)£B. Moreover, as z varies in a compact set, {erizF} remains in a com-

pact set of B.

Proof. Since SCS', by the Paley-Wiener theorem (see [5; 7]) we see that

the Fourier transform U of eF is a distribution of compact carrier. Suppose

that the carrier of U is contained in the interval [—aSxSa]. Then the sets

{exp ( — (a + l)c)T-iceF}ci_i and {exp ((a + lc)T_tceF}csi are bounded in D'.

The result now follows easily from Theorem 5.

8. General remarks. Theorem 3' of §3 shows us that

||r_«r||p g ||r_i,r||, + ||t_»t||,

in the notation of that theorem. The question naturally arises as to the best

possible (smallest) expression for ||T_«r||p in terms of ||T_,ar||p and ||r_»r||p.

For this purpose, we may assume (by considering t_wF instead of T) that

d = 0 and that a= — c, c>0. In that case, in virtue of Equation (6) of §7,

the best possible result which can be obtained by our methods depends on the

solution of the following problem: Among all functions X£S for which, for

any k,

——- (X exp (b))\ (x) = 0(e~bx) as x -► + co,
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v dk -|
—-(Xexp (b-))\(x) = 0(e») as *->- oo,

with a similar property for (1 —X) exp (a-) in place of X exp (o-), determine

the minimum value of the expression

ai max | A(x) exp (bx) \   + ai max | (1 — \(x)) exp (ax) |
xeR xeR

where «i and «2 are constants. (For the application to our problem of the best

possible result, we take ai = ||i-_,-or||p, „2 = ||T_aT'||p.) We have not yet been

able to solve the above minimum problem.

In the corollary to Theorem 2 of §3, we assumed that F satisfies property

L [a, b]. Now, this "growth at infinity" property of F is certainly not the best

possible. In order to improve this, we must make use of the following con-

siderations:

Let V be a topological vector space of entire functions such that

1. For each G£ V, z£C, t2G£S and tzG<=V.

2. For any F£ V, z—+tzT is a continuous map of C into V.

3. For any real number / and any G£ V, exp (it-)G is again in V.

4. There is no z£C at which all functions of F vanish.

Now, if H is any locally summable function on R such that, for any G£ F,

/H(x)G(x)dx is defined and also G—»/ff (x)G(x)dx is a continuous linear func-

tion on V, then we define tvH£z V by

tvE-G =   I  H(x)G(x)dx

for any G£F. It a<b, we can now define a property Lv[a, b] in a method

analogous to the definition of property L[a, b] (which we might now regard

as property LD[a, o].) We may also define the concept of the boundary value,

over V, ol a function K at a in a manner analogous to the definition of bound-

ary value in §3. For each result of §3, the analogous result for the space

F instead of D may now be proven exactly as the corresponding result of §3

was proven. In particular, the Corollary to Theorem 2 of §3 goes over into

the following result which is the best possible obtainable by our methods.

Let ff be a space which satisfies property M, and V a space which satisfies

Conditions 1, 2, 3, 4 above. Let a<b, and let F satisfy property Lv[a, b].

Suppose that the boundary values over F of F at o and 6 are in ff. Then, for

any z such that a<S(z)<b, ev(T-zF)(£B and, if if is a compact set of the

strip a<S(z) <b,

{tv(T-zF)) zeK

is bounded in B.
From the above, it follows that F satisfies the conclusions of the above if,
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for example, there exists a constant B such that, for each closed substrip IF

of a<S(z) <b, we can find a constant A with

| F(z)|   S Ae^B

for all z£IF: For in that case, let k be an even integer greater than B; let V

be the space of all multiples of exp (— Zk) by functions of the form P exp (it ■)

where P is a polynomial and t is a real number. The topology of V is defined

by means of the semi-norms

Vd,P(G) = max | ezvG(z) \
zee,,

for any G£ F, where d is any positive number, and 0 <p <k. It is easily seen

that F satisfies Conditions 1, 2, 3, 4 above and that F satisfies property

Lv[a, b].

It is possible to improve the above method slightly by considering topo-

logical vector spaces IF of functions which are analytic in a strip a<3(z) <B

and which satisfy properties analogous to Properties 1, 2, 3, 4 above. Of

course, for zEC, HEW, rzH need no longer be in IF, so Conditions 1 and 2

have to be suitably modified. However, we shall omit the details of this

method.
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